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Abstract

Recent advances in single-cell Hi-C (scHi-C) assays allow studying the chromatin conformation at
the resolution of a single cell or a cluster of cells. A key question is to identify changes in the contact
strength between two cell types, known as differential chromatin contacts (DCCs). While existing
statistical methods can identify changes in contact strength in bulk Hi-C data, these methods
cannot be effectively applied to scHi-C data due to its severe sparsity. Thus it is necessary to
develop methods for identifying differential chromatin contacts in scHi-C data.

Recently-developed scHi-C imputation approaches can mitigate the issue of sparsity. We pro-
pose an approach for identifying differential chromatin contacts using these imputation approaches.
We build upon the existing SnapHiC-D method by replacing its imputation step with recent
learning-based imputation approaches. We show that, via analysis of real scHi-C datasets with
different coverages and at different resolutions, imputation approaches that consider the spatial
correlation between bin pairs, Higashi, and random walk with restart, outperform other approaches.
Furthermore, we show that careful considerations are needed when imputation is done in preprocess-
ing steps as it may invalidate downstream statistical approaches. Finally, our results indicate that
model-based imputations greatly improve performance when analyzing chromatin contacts at mod-
erate resolution (100kb); however, current imputation approaches are inefficient in terms of both
accuracy and computational complexity when being applied to high-resolution scHi-C resolution
(10kb).
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1. Introduction

The 3D chromatin structure is one of the regulators of cellular processes such as gene expres-
sion, DNA replication, and splicing (12), and its dynamic plays a critical role in disease (9) and
development (5). Advances in chromatin conformation capture with high-throughput sequencing
(Hi-C) revealed chromatin fibers’ multi-scale and dynamic nature in high resolution. However,
bulk Hi-C assays measure the average contacts among many cells and cannot capture cell-type-
specific conformation in complex tissues. Recent advances in single-cell Hi-C (scHi-C) assays
(16; 17; 18; 7; 21; 10; 13) enable profiling chromatin conformations in individual cells, and it
was shown that cells can be clustered according to their Hi-C contact maps (27; 7; 26; 25).

An essential statistical question for scHi-C analysis is to identify differential chromatin contacts
(DCCs) between two clusters of cells to characterize them. However, the sparsity of observed contact
counts given limited sequencing depths obscures the biological variation, and their distributions do
not fit assumptions of existing DCC callers proposed for bulk Hi-C data (15; 20; 4; 6).

Current approaches for the identification of DCCs from scHi-C data are based on pseudo-bulking
(26) or imputation (11; 23). Pseudo-bulking- or aggregation-based methods utilize the large sample
size of single-cell assays and split scHi-C contact maps corresponding to one cluster into two sets
and make two pseudo-bulk Hi-C contact maps by summation. Aggregation of a large number of
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cells diminishes the technical variability and reduces the noise and sparsity. Then, existing DCC
callers for bulk Hi-C data can be used to identify DCCs. On the other hand, the imputation-
based approach keeps the large sample size property for increased statistical power (more reliable
estimation of within and between clusters’ variation) and addresses noise and sparsity challenges
with imputation.

Each of these approaches has its own limitations. Pseudo-bulking-based methods require a large
sample size depending on the level of sparsity and the resolution of analysis to fit the distributional
assumption of counts in bulk methods. Imputation methods induce false positive signals besides
true ones and careful considerations should be taken on the distribution of imputed counts and if
post-normalization is required to remove original and after-imputation biases.

SnapHiC-D (11) proposed an imputation-based DCC caller (utilizing Random walk with restart
(RWR)) and showed that it is more sensitive and accurate compared to pseudo-bulking approaches.
On the other hand, recent learning-based scHi-C computational tools, Higashi (25) and scVI-3D
(26), show superior performance compared to scHiCluster (27) which utilizes RWR in other scHi-
C downstream analysis tasks such as cell embedding and imputation quality. Therefore, such
learning-based imputation methods have the potential to enhance the performance of DCC callers
as well.

In this paper, we comprehensively evaluate the effect of imputation methods on calling signifi-
cant DCCs from scHi-C datasets. We show that model-based imputation approaches, Higashi and
RWR, which assume the existence of a correlation between spatial neighbors, improve the power
of single-cell DCC caller and identify significant DCCs that are more precise and consistent with
reliable significant DCCs identified by deeply sequenced bulk Hi-C data. We show that this is par-
ticularly important when identifying DCC at a moderate resolution (100 Kb in our datasets) or from
a low-coverage dataset, as imputation is required to achieve reasonable statistical power in those
settings. Finally, we discuss the inefficiency of current imputation approaches for high-resolution
scHi-C data (10 Kb in our dataset).

2. Methods

2.1. Problem formulation

A scHi-C experiment generates read pairs associated with single cells from the profiled sample that
are processed and binned into squared Hi-C matrices at a specific resolution. The cells from a single
scHi-C experiment can be clustered (or grouped) into a discrete number of clusters. Examples of
these clusters are discrete cell lines, cell types from tissues, cell cycles, etc. The DCC identification
problem is to identify differences between such clusters that distinguish them from each other.
Our pipeline takes either matrices from two specific clusters or a whole annotated scHi-C dataset
and two cluster names to be compared from the dataset as input depending on the imputation
method to be applied. It outputs a p-value for each contact bin pair, evaluating whether the pair
has different contact strength between the two groups.

2.2. Method

Our framework is based on the first (to our knowledge) DCC caller for scHi-C data, SnapHiC-D
(11). This method has 5 steps:

(1) Impute single-cell contact matrices using random walk with restart (RWR).

(2) Normalize imputed counts distance-wise, by transforming imputed counts within the same
genomic distance into z-scores.
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(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1: Overview of the framework for single-cell DCC caller. Two groups of cells are imputed
by one of the RWR, Higashi, and scVI-3D methods. The two-sided, two-sample t-test is applied
on normalized imputed counts following SnapHiC-D (11). The output is a t-statistic and p-value
per bin pair indicating whether the pair has different contact strength between the two groups.
(b,c,d,e) DCC analysis between Astro and MG is done twice for two batches, 190315 21yr and
190315 29yr from Lee2019 dataset. (b) The correlation between t-statistics from two replicates.
(c) The number of called DCCs from batch 1. (d) The ratio of called DCCs from batch 1 that are
reproduced in batch 2. (e) The observed false discovery rate (FDR) when comparing two groups of
Astro cells, one from batch 190315 21yr, and another one from batch 190315 29yr. All experiments
are done on chromosomes {11..22} at 100 Kb resolution for different numbers of cells in the groups
(sample size). The imputed counts are normalized with distance-based normalization.

(3) Select candidate bin pairs with filtering based on 3 criteria. First, remove bin pairs with
anchors within annotated filter regions; second, include only bin pairs with at least one
anchor covering a TSS region; and finally, only consider bin pairs for which at least 10%
of cells from one group of cells have normalized imputed count greater than 1.96 standard
deviations.

(4) Apply a two-sided, two-sample t-test on each candidate bin pair to calculate the t-statistic
and corresponding p-value of being a DCC.
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(5) Perform multiple hypothesis adjustment of p-values given the large number of candidates to
control the false discovery rate.

Our contribution is to benchmark recent imputation methods, Higashi (25) and scVI-3D (26),
on calling DCCs. To do this, we replaced random walk with restart (RWR) imputation in step (2)
above with each of these methods respectively.

• Higashi (25) uses a hypergraph representation learning framework, Hyper-SAGNN (24), to
model scHi-C data, learn single-cell embeddings, and impute Hi-C contacts in single-cell
resolution. In Higashi, the scHi-C data is transformed to a hypergraph including two node
types, cell and bin, and the Hi-C contact between genomic bins j and k in the cell i, is
represented as a hyperedge between nodes corresponding to genomic bins j and k and the
cell i. Then, a hypergraph neural network, Hyper-SAGNN, is trained to reconstruct the
hypergraph. Using the trained hypergraph neural network, the learned embeddings for cell
nodes are used as cell embeddings and predicted hyperedges are used as imputed Hi-C contacts
at the single cell resolution which we use as imputed contact counts.

Furthermore, Higashi can enhance imputation by sharing information between neighbor cells
in the latent space. They calculate the pairwise distance of cell embeddings and find the
k-nearest neighbors of each cell. Then, they construct the new imputed contact map as the
weighted sum of contact maps of itself and its neighbors, where the weights are proportional
to the distance between cell embeddings. We use both Higashi without and with neighbors
in our benchmarking.

• scVI-3D (26) utilizes a deep generative model for the single-cell RNA-seq data, scVI (14), to
embed, normalize and impute scHi-C dataset. As scVI takes 1-dimensional vector observation
per cell, scVI-3D splits contact matrices into multiple bands (or sets of bands, pools), where
each band corresponds to bin pairs within the same genomic distance. Then, one scVI model
is trained per band (or pool) to normalize and impute the contact counts within that band
(or pool), and learned embeddings from all trained models are concatenated to construct cell
embeddings.

Since there is a lack of research on the most effective strategy for flattening 2D contact
matrices, we employ three distinct flattening approaches—chromosome-based, pool-based,
and band-based—in our experiments. Chromosome-based flattening involves transforming
the entire chromatin contact map into a 1-dimensional vector, and a separate scVI model is
trained for each chromosome.

We modified the filtering step slightly. Different genomic bins might have different visibilities
such that the total number of interactions corresponding to them is different. If the visibility bias
exists, highly visible genomic bins consistently receive a high z-score, and candidates will be limited
to bin pairs with anchors from such genomic bins. Therefore, we skipped this filtering step. Second,
we only applied TSS filtering for the analysis of the mouse ESC-NPC dataset at 10 Kb resolution.
A summary of filtering steps for each of the resolutions is provided in Table 3.

We also tried quantile normalization on the whole data together with distance-wise normaliza-
tion because of three reasons. First, distance-wise normalization removes global differences between
samples such as distance effect, which might not be proper for DCC analysis at coarser resolution.
Second, we compare our called DCCs to DCCs from bulk data called by diffHiC (15). The diffHiC
method normalizes data with total sequencing effect, therefore normalization based on whole data
makes called DCCs more comparable to each other. Third, we can assess the sensitivity of the
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results to the normalization approach. Thus, we also employ a total normalization where we ap-
ply quantile normalization on cells × all candidate bin pairs matrix to transform the statistical
distribution across cells to be the same without removing the distance effect.

2.3. Evaluation

2.3.1. Accuracy and recall of called DCCs given ground truth from bulk data

For the experiments where bulk Hi-C data exists for the cell groups, we evaluate significant DCCs
according to ground truth DCCs identified by a bulk DCC caller, diffHiC (15), applied to deeply
sequenced bulk data. We characterize significant vs. non-significant DCCs ground truth by thresh-
olding on diffHiC log fold-change (LFC) and evaluate precision by visualizing the ROC curve.

2.3.2. Reproducibility of called DCCs across different batches

For the experiments where ground truth does not exist, we identify DCCs between two cell types
from the two most abundant batches and calculate the reproducibility of called DCCs across dif-
ferent batches.

2.4. Dataset

In our experiments, we used 3 recent scHi-C datasets with different coverage and throughput
(10; 7; 11).

Lee2019 (10) simultaneously profiled DNA methylation and 3D conformation of human brain
prefrontal cortex cells, and annotated cells into 14 cell types according to methylation profiles. We
compare two non-neuronal cell types, microglia (MG) and astrocyte (Astro), following SnapHiC-D
paper (11). We analyzed this dataset at 100 Kb resolution following the original paper.

Kim2020 (7) includes multiple single-cell combinatorially-indexed Hi-C libraries from 5 human
cell lines. We compared three cell lines, GM12878 , HFF, and H1Esc, in a pairwise manner (3 pairs
of cell lines). We analyzed this dataset at 500 Kb resolution because of its limited sequencing depth.
For the evaluation of called DCCs in this dataset, we used two replicates of bulk data generated
for each of the GM12878, HFF, and H1Esc cell lines (19; 8; 1).

Lee2023 (11) generated high coverage scHi-C data from 94 mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs)
and 188 mouse neuron progenitor cells (NPCs) to assess the performance of SnapHiC-D at finer
resolution (10 Kb) given ground truth DCCs called from bulk data (3). We analyzed this dataset
across three resolutions, 10 Kb, 100 Kb, and 1 Mb to study the effect of imputation methods across
different resolutions and sparsity levels. For the evaluation of called DCCs in this dataset, we used
four replicates of bulk Hi-C data for each of the ESC and NPC.

Details about coverage, throughput, and compared groups of cells of each dataset and data
sources are provided in Table 2 and Table 1, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. All imputation methods except Higashi with neighbors control false discovery
rate under null hypothesis

Because of the excess of zero contact counts in scHi-C data, the identification of significant DCCs
from raw data results in a low recall and a large number of false negatives. Therefore, DCC
callers from scHi-C data can benefit from imputation methods to fill technical zeros by sharing the
information between neighbor cells and bin pairs.
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One downside of imputation methods is inducing false signals into imputed counts and con-
sequently a large number of false positives in downstream differential analysis (2). We assessed
the performance of imputation methods in terms of controlling the false discovery rate (FDR) by
comparing two groups of cells from the same cell type (Astro) but different batches from Lee2019.
Ideally, we expect to see no significant DCCs; all called DCCs are considered to be false positives.

The observed FDR under the null hypothesis for different imputations shows that all of them
except Higashi with neighbors control FDR under target FDR, 0.05 (Figure 1(e)). However, Higashi
with neighbors (Higashi (4 nbr)) borrows information from neighbor cells in Higashi’s embedding
space to enhance the imputation process. This sharing violates the independence assumption of
the t-test so its p-values are not reliable.

In our experiments, we observed that Higashi with neighbors results in a larger range of t-
statistics compared to t-statistics from other imputation approaches. This is the result of smoothing
with neighbors such that imputed counts are highly similar to each other and the denominator of the
t-statistic, the standard error of imputed counts, is low. We calculated the coefficient of variation
(CV) of imputed contact counts per bin pair, once given all Astro cells, and once for Astro cells
from one batch. Figure 4(b) shows that the CV of Higashi with neighbor’s imputed counts is much
smaller than other imputations meaning that they are less variable around the mean. This result
suggests that a different statistical test is required for calling significant DCCs from Higashi with
neighbor’s imputed counts (Discussion).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Evaluation of called DCCs from Liu2023 at different resolutions. (a) Comparison of
ROC curves for called DCCs by two different normalization and imputation approaches at three
different resolutions. The results for 100 Kb and 1 Mb resolutions are from chromosomes {12..15}.
The results for 10 Kb resolution is from chromosome 14. (b) The heatmap of bulk Hi-C contact
maps for mESC and mNPC, and diffHiC log fold-change (logFC) and single-cell t-statistics from
the comparison of these two cell lines (10 Kb resolution).

3.2. Model-based imputation improves the recall, precision, and reproducibility of
called DCCs for moderately sparse contact maps

The main goal of the imputation process is to increase the number of called significant DCCs while
controlling the precision and reproducibility. First, we assessed the number and reproducibility of
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called DCCs between two cell types (Astro, MG) from Lee2019. We use reproducibility to assess
the performance of called DCCs because there is no bulk ground truth for this dataset. This dataset
has 5 batches, and we calculate the reproducibility of significant DCCs by comparing Astro and
MG from the two most abundant batches. We employ two ways to calculate the reproducibility;
first, the correlation between t-statistics driven from two different batches, second, the ratio of
significant DCCs from the first batch that are called significant in the second batch.

In the Lee2019 dataset, all imputations result in a significant increase in the number of called
DCCs (Figure 1(c)). We show that both t-statistics (Figure 1(b)) and significantly called DCCs
(Figure 1(d)) are better reproduced after imputation, particularly learning-based imputation ap-
proaches, Higashi and scVI-3D. These results indicate that findings are more reliable after impu-
tation. However, for learning-based imputation approaches (Higashi 4nbr and scVI), the repro-
ducibility might reflect how well the model learned the latent space that separates cell types and
mixes different batches, because, as noted above, a t-test is not a valid statistical test.

For example, Higashi with neighbors results in a correlation close to 1 between t-statistics
from two batches. However, t-statistics are not reliable as most candidates are called significant
given their t-statistics and corresponding adjusted p-values. In addition to the smaller CV of
Higashi with neighbor’s imputed counts (discussed in Section 3.1), we observed that the total
CV, CV of a set of cells including both Astro and MG, is much higher than within-cell-type
CV (Figure 4(a)). After visualization of a few random bin pairs, we found that the distribution
of Higashi with neighbor’s imputed counts is bimodal (Figure 4(c)), which means almost all bin
pairs are differentially expressed after Higashi imputation that incorporates neighbors’ information.
Since such artifact results in high reproducibility metrics, we should be careful about the biological
interpretation of t-statistics after learning- and smoothing-based imputation approaches.

To evaluate the biological validity of identified DCCs, we assess the precision of called DCCs
between mouse ESC and NPC from Lee2023 at the same resolution, 100 Kb, with a comparable
sparsity level. The chromatin conformation of these two mouse cell types is richly profiled (3), and
we use significantly called DCCs by applying diffHiC on this bulk Hi-C data as a ground truth.
Analysis of the ROC curve of single-cell t-statistics given ground truth (Figure 2(a), Resolution:
100 Kb) shows that both model-based imputation methods, RWR and Higashi (0 nbr), which
use spatial correlation between bin pairs enhance the precision of called DCCs. These findings
demonstrate that only RWR and Higashi (0 nbr) improve both the precision and recall of called
DCCs from single-cell Hi-C datasets with higher coverage and at domain-scale resolution such as
100 Kb.

3.3. The effect of imputation is dependent on the resolution of the analysis

Depending on the coverage of the dataset and the resolution of the analysis, scHi-C counts have
different sparsity levels. For example, considering one dataset with a specific coverage, contact
counts at 10 Kb, 100 Kb, and 1 Mb resolutions are highly, moderately, and lowly sparse, respectively.
To assess the effect of imputation at different resolutions, we analyzed Lee2023 dataset at three
different resolutions (10 Kb, 100 Kb, and 1 Mb) because it has the highest coverage among our
datasets and its corresponding bulk data exist to evaluate called DCCs.

Our results show that current imputation methods are not able to solve the sparsity of finer-
resolution scHi-C contact maps like 10 Kb to improve downstream analysis tasks such as DCC
identification (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). Figure 2(b) shows that t-statistics calculated from imputed
contact map with scVI-3D is almost noise and does not capture logFC pattern from bulk data.
RWR and Higashi (0 nbr)’s t-statistics are slightly similar to bulk logFCs, however, there are many
differences such that ROC curve is very close to the identity line (Figure 2(a)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Evaluation of called DCCs from Kim2020. (a) Comparison of ROC curves for called
DCCs by different imputation approaches from three pairs of cell lines. (b) The heatmap of bulk
Hi-C contact maps for GM12878 and HFF cell lines and diffHiC log fold-change (logFC) and single-
cell t-statistics from the comparison of these two cell lines. The imputed counts are normalized
with distance-based normalization. All experiments are done on chromosomes {11..18} at 500 Kb
resolution.

On the other hand, imputation does not significantly improve the performance of DCC caller
significantly at 1 Mb resolution (Figure 2(a)). The reason might be the invalidity of spatial corre-
lation assumption at coarser resolution (26) such that model-based imputation approaches, Higashi
and RWR, induce more false positives and the overall performance does not improve compared to
using raw counts.

Furthermore, we analyzed Kim2020 dataset with the lowest coverage at 500 Kb resolution, for
which corresponding bulk ground truth exists too. We assessed the ROC curve of called DCCs given
diffHiC results on their corresponding bulk data for three pairs of cell lines, (GM12878, H1Esc),
(GM12878, HFF), and (H1Esc, HFF). Figure 3(a) also shows that model-based imputation ap-
proaches, Higashi and RWR, outperform other imputation approaches, particularly for (GM12878,
HFF) and (H1Esc, HFF) comparisons where two cell lines are more different from each other.

To better understand the impact of imputations, we conducted a comparison between the
heatmap of bulk LFCs and single-cell t-statistics resulting from different imputation approaches
for all three comparisons (Figures 3(b), 6(a) and 6(b)). The t-statistic pattern of both RWR
and Higashi (0 nbr) appears smoother compared to the t-statistic pattern of scVI-3D and closely
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resembles the bulk LFC pattern. These results suggest that model-based imputation approaches,
which assume the existence of correlations between spatial neighbors, are essential due to 3D nature
of the chromatin.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Here, we benchmark the effect of recent scHi-C imputation methods (25; 26) on the precision
and recall of identified significant DCCs from scHi-C datasets. We demonstrate that imputation
is essential and that model-based imputation, Higashi (25) and RWR (27; 11), enhances recall,
precision, and reproducibility when applied to datasets (10; 7; 11) with relatively moderate sparsity
level.

While imputation methods improve the accuracy by sharing information between either neigh-
bor bin pairs (27; 25; 11) or neighbor cells (25; 26), their performance highly depends on the
existence of spatial correlation between neighbor bin pairs and the accuracy of identified neighbor
cells. For example, Higashi trains one model given contact counts from all chromosomes, and shar-
ing information from a whole dataset results in good separation of cells from distinct cell types in
the cell embedding space and reliable neighbor cells and imputed contact counts. However, scVI-3D
trains a model per pool, and the quality of imputed contact counts depends on the chromosome’s
size and the pool’s sparsity. For example, a comparison of the Silhouette scores of scVI-3D embed-
dings (given ground truth cell annotations) for different pools and their concatenation across one
chromosome and more chromosomes shows that a single model on one pool of a small chromosome
is poorly trained and we cannot reliably use its learned parameters to generate imputed contact
counts (Figures 7(a) and 7(c)).

Another issue with the imputation step is its memory usage and training time which increases
severely at finer resolution, particularly for learning-based approaches, Higashi and scVI-3D. One
future direction is to develop a faster and more precise imputation method for the scHi-C data that
improves its downstream analysis tasks including differential compartment, TAD, and chromatin
contact analysis.

Furthermore, an ideal imputation method should preserve the biological variability between
cells from the same group. Otherwise, the t-test calls negligible differences significant because
of the low standard error between cells. For example, Higashi (n nbr) which smooths single-cell
contact maps according to their neighbor cells in the cell embedding space, decreases the biological
variability between cells severely (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)); thus applying a t-test on its imputed
contact counts results in calling almost all candidate DCCs significant. We should either choose
the proper imputation method or a suitable statistical test to avoid such false positives.

Finally, the accuracy and specificity of called significant DCCs can be further evaluated in two
ways; first, using more scHi-C datasets with available corresponding bulk datasets, and second,
based on their association with other cellular activities such as gene expression and epigenomic
signals. This type of evaluation gets more valuable with increased profiling of different modalities
from the same tissues (10; 22; 13; 28). The development of an analysis tool for investigating
the association between differential signals from different modalities and evaluation functions for
quantifying such associations would be another direction for interpreting significant DCCs and
evaluating DCC callers from scHi-C data.
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Appendix A. Data sources, statistics and preprocessing

All downloaded Hi-C and scHi-C datasets (Table 1), except bulk Hi-C data for mESC, NPC, and
HFF were processed and mapped to hg19 or mm10 and stored in tab-separated, pairs, or cool
format. The bulk Hi-C data for HFF was mapped to hg38, and we used HiCLift 1 to lift it to
hg19 to compare it with other datasets. The bulk mESC and NPC data were unbinned genomic
tracks, and we used misha package to bin them. First, we followed a vignette 2 to create a misha
database for mm10 assembly. Then, we copied the downloaded track data to misha database’s
track subdirectory, and binned tracks with ’gextract’ command.

Table 1: Data sources.

Data type dataset link

scHi-C
Lee2019 GSE130711 from GEO
Kim2020 sci-Hi-C .matrix files
Lee2023 GSE210585 from GEO

bulk Hi-C

GM12878 GSE63525 from GEO
HFF 4DNES2R6PUEK from 4DN portal
H1Esc 4DNESRJ8KV4Q from 4DN portal
mESC, mNPC GSE96107 from GEO

Table 2: scHi-C datasets statistics.

Dataset # cells average total
contact counts

average
off-diagonal
contact counts

group 1 group 2

Lee2019 4238 1.08 M 190 K
149 Astro cells from
batch 190315 21yr

128 MG cells from
batch 190315 21yr

101 Astro cells from
batch 190315 29yr

112 MG cells from
batch 190315 29yr

149 Astro cells from
batch 190315 21yr

101 Astro cells from
batch 190315 29yr

Kim2020
8023 11.4 K 5.7 K

2784 GM12878 cells 908 HFF cells
2784 GM12878 cells 2436 H1Esc cells

Lee2023 282 1.05 M 191 K 94 mESC cells 188 mNPC cells

1. https://github.com/XiaoTaoWang/HiCLift#installation
2. https://rdrr.io/cran/misha/f/vignettes/Genomes.Rmd
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Table 3: Filtering criteria for different resolutions.

Resolution Excluding filter regions Including TSS regions Genomic distance threshold

10 Kb ✓ ✓ 2 Mb

100 Kb ✓ ✗ 2 Mb

500 Kb ✓ ✗ 10 Mb

1 Mb ✓ ✗ ✗
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Appendix B. Supplementary figures

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Coefficient of variation (CV) calculated for all the cells from two groups (MG and
Astro in this plot) named as ’total’, and for each group separately. (b) CV calculated for all Astro
cells named as ’total Astro’, and for Astro cells in two batches separately. The coefficient of variation
is the ratio of standard deviation to the mean of counts. (c) The distribution of imputed counts
for a bin pair selected randomly, (chr11:84800000-84900000, chr11:85300000-85400000). Blue and
orange colors indicate MG and Astro counts respectively.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

(i)

Figure 5: DCC analysis between Astro and MG is done twice for two batches, 190315 21yr and
190315 29yr from Lee2019 dataset. (b) The correlation between t-statistics from two replicates
(b) after total-based normalization and (e) without normalization. The number of called DCCs
from batch 1 (c) after total-based normalization and (f) without normalization. The ratio of
called DCCs from batch 1 that are reproduced in batch 2 (c) after total-based normalization and
(g) without normalization. The observed false discovery rate (FDR) when comparing two groups
of Astro cells, one from batch 190315 21yr, and another one from batch 190315 29yr (d) after
total-based normalization and (h) without normalization. (i) The correlation between t-statistics
from two replicates calculated per genomic distance after distance-based normalization (right),
total-based normalization (middle), and without normalization (left). All experiments are done on
chromosomes {11..22} at 100 Kb resolution for different numbers of cells in the groups (sample size).
(a-h) demonstrates that reproducibility and FDR analysis results are invariant to the normalization
step. FDR is only higher without normalization which is expected as unwanted technical variations
are called significant. (i) shows the correlation between t-statistics per genomic distance which
decreases with increasing the genomic distance as the sparsity increases. All imputation approaches
except scVI (band) and scVI(pool) that impute contact counts per band or pool impute bin pairs
within different genomic distances similarly.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The heatmap of bulk Hi-C contact maps for cell lines and diffHiC log fold-change (logFC)
and single-cell t-statistics from the comparison of (a) (GM12878, H1Esc) and (b) (H1Esc, HFF)
cell lines. The imputed counts are normalized with distance-based normalization.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) scVI-3D embeddings UMAP for different pools and their concatenation across 1 and
10 chromosomes at two resolutions. (b) Higashi embeddings UMAP at two different resolutions
and two training sets, including genomic bins from chromosome 22 or all autosomes. (c) Silhouette
Index of scVI-3D embeddings for different pool IDs according to cell annotations. Pool IDs increase
by genomic distance. For example, the first pool includes contact counts from the first off-diagonal
of a contact matrix, a second pool includes contact counts from a second and third off-diagonal of
a contact matrix, etc. The right and left plots are for 100 Kb and 1 Mb resolutions, respectively.
All plots are for Lee2019 dataset.
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